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BrickBlock™ is an economical aluminum paving restraint system that is designed as a permanent, reversible edg-

ing that is easier to install and out-performs plastic, PVC and steel systems. BrickBlock’s low profile promotes 

healthy turf growth, and allows for irrigation heads to be placed along the paver’s edge. 

 BrickBlock’s patented QuickClip™ connection system allows pieces to connect together effortlessly. Simply 

butt two ends together and slide the clip over the top to firmly join pieces. 

 The V-TRAC™ Base System is a notched base allowing for smooth curves with no cutting. 

 BrickBlock readily forms curves, radii and angles, allowing wide installation flexibility. 

 BrickBlock qualifies for LEED points. 

V-TRAC™ Aluminum Brick Edging 

BrickBlock Installation Instructions 

1. Remove excess soils and all unstable subbase materials. Compact subgrade to 

95% proctor density test. 

2. Backfill excavated area with appropriate depth aggregate material. The base needs 

to be compacted in 2” - 3” lifts to achieve proper density. The base needs to ex-

tend 6” to 12” beyond the edge of the paver installation. 

3. Screed concrete sand over the base to a uniform thickness of not less than 1” and 

not more than 1-1/4”. 

4. Install Permaloc BrickBlock with the base resting on the aggregate and facing 

away from the paver. (Diagram A.) 

5. Connections to be made using the Quick Clip connectors. (Diagram B) Install the 

pavers making sure that the pavers are 1/4" higher than the desired final grade. 

Sweep fine sand into the joints. 

6. Make several passes with a plate compactor with no less than 3,000-5,000 lbs. 

centrifugal compaction force and operates at 80 to 90 hertz. Continue sweeping 

sand into the joints. Make several passes alternating the direction of the compac-

tor each time. 

7. Remove excess sand from paver installation. 
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